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“Last night a Maasai guide discovered an one of a kind genetically mutated baby zebra in Maasai Mara and named it after his
surname – Tira,” .... A zebra foal discovered in Kenya with a polka-dotted pattern instead of the distinctive black and white
stripes that typically adorn the coat of the .... The dark-coloured zebra's unusual colouring is likely the result of a genetic
mutation, which gives the foal its distinctive coat, according to .... Though they're instantly recognizable for their distinctive
black and white striped pattern, zebras can actually take on a different appearance.. The peculiar coloration of Tira is believed
to be a case of melanism, where the pigment melanin – responsible for the dark coloring in skin, hair, .... Talk about a horse of
another color—a zebra foal with a dark coat and white polka dots has been spotted in Kenya's Masai Mara National .... Baby
zebras need their stripes from birth, as they're an important form of camouflage. Although they don't live in a black and white
environment, it's the pattern -- .... According to scientists, zebras are black with white stripes. “The zebra stripes are formed
when melanin is held back and that the 'default' color of a zebra is black,” .... When you think about zebras, I'm sure one big
question comes to mind: are they black with white stripes or white with black stripes? We can .... A rare polka dot baby Zebra
has been sighted at Matira Bush Camp in ... dilemma of whether zebras are black with white stripes or white with .... Everyone
knows zebras have black and white stripes — at least, most of them do. But a newborn zebra named Tira looks a little different.
Tira was .... As National Geographic reports, the zebra baby likely has pseudomelanism, ... for the black base coat, and melanin,
which gives the animal its white stripes.. The zebra has a rather amazing dark colour due to a small genetic abnormality linked to
the amount of melanin affecting the pigmentation of the .... With their striking black-and-white stripes, zebras boast one of the
most iconic coats of the animal kingdom. But every now and then, a zebra is .... This zebra foal was born with spots instead of
the species' signature stripes. A rare baby, the spotted baby .... This rare black zebra foal was first spotted and photographed
early one fine September morning near the Mara River by Antony Tira, a respected .... A rare polka dot baby zebra was spotted
(pun intended) in Kenya, and the internet is ... that the animal is most likely black with white stripes and not the opposite.
Discover ideas about Rare Animals. Ever Seen a Black Zebra Before? Earlier this month a newborn zebra was sighted in the
north-western area of the Okavango .... He recently caught sight of an odd foal. The zebra had deep black coat. But he was
covered with white spots. "At first I thought it was a zebra that .... Watch. The Dalmatian of horses! Meet Tira, a baby zebra
born with a dark coat and spots instead of stripes ...
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